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Abstract

An axis-parallelb–dimensional box is a Cartesian productR1 ×R2 ×· · ·×Rb whereRi

(for 1 ≤ i ≤ b) is a closed interval of the form[ai, bi] on the real line. For a graphG, its
boxicitybox(G) is the minimum dimensionb, such thatG is representable as the intersec-
tion graph of (axis–parallel) boxes inb–dimensional space. The concept of boxicity finds
applications in various areas such as ecology, operation research etc. Though many authors
have investigated this concept, not much is known about the boxicity of many well-known
graph classes (except for a couple of cases) perhaps due to lack of effective approaches.
Also, little is known about the structure imposed on a graph by its high boxicity.

The concepts oftree decompositionand treewidthplay a very important role in mod-
ern graph theory and has many applications to computer science. In this paper, we relate
the seemingly unrelated concepts of treewidth and boxicity. Our main result is that, for any
graphG, box(G) ≤ tw(G)+2, wherebox(G) andtw(G) denote the boxicity and treewidth
of G respectively. We also show that this upper bound is (almost)tight. Since treewidth and
tree decompositions are extensively studied concepts, ourresult leads to various interest-
ing consequences, like bounding the boxicity of many well known graph classes, such as
chordal graphs, circular arc graphs, AT-free graphs, co–comparability graphs etc. For all
these graph classes, no bounds on their boxicity were known previously. All our bounds
are shown to be tight up to small constant factors. An algorithmic consequence of our
result is a linear time algorithm to construct a box representation for graphs of bounded
treewidth in a space of constant dimension.

Another consequence of our main result is that, if the boxicity of a graph isb ≥ 3, then
there exists a simple cycle of length at leastb − 3 as well as an induced cycle of length
at least⌊log∆(b − 2)⌋ + 2, where∆ is its maximum degree. We also relate boxicity with
the cardinality of minimum vertex cover, minimum feedback vertex cover etc. Another
structural consequence is that, for any fixed planar graphH, there is a constantc(H) such
that, if box(G) ≥ c(H) thenH is a minor ofG.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Boxicity

Let F = {Sx ⊆ U : x ∈ V } be a family of subsets of a universeU , whereV is
an index set. The intersection graphΩ(F) of F hasV as node set, and two distinct
nodesx andy are adjacent if and only ifSx ∩ Sy 6= ∅.

Representations of graphs as the intersection graphs of various geometrical objects
is a well studied topic in graph theory. A prime example of a graph class defined in
this way is the class of interval graphs:A graphG is an interval graphif and only if
G has an interval realization: i.e., each node ofG can be associated to an interval
on the real line such that two intervals intersect if and onlyif the corresponding
nodes are adjacent.Motivated by theoretical as well as practical considerations,
graph theorists have tried to generalize the concept of interval graphs in various
ways. One such generalization is the concept ofboxicitydefined as follows.

An axis-parallelb–dimensional box is a Cartesian productR1 × R2 × · · · × Rb

whereRi (for 1 ≤ i ≤ b) is a closed interval of the form[ai, bi] on the real line.
For a graphG, its boxicity box(G) is the minimum dimensionb, such thatG is
representable as the intersection graph of (axis–parallel) boxes inb–dimensional
space. It is easy to see that the class of graphs withb ≤ 1 is exactly the class of
interval graphs. Ab–dimensionalbox representationof a graphG = (V, E) is a
mapping that maps each eachu ∈ V to an axis-parallelb–dimensional boxBu such
thatG is the intersection graph of the family{Bu : u ∈ V }.

The concept of boxicity was introduced by F. S. Roberts [26].It finds applications
in niche overlap (competition) in ecology and to problems offleet maintenance in
operations research. (See [15].) It was shown by Cozzens [14] that computing the
boxicity of a graph is NP–hard. This was later strengthened by Yannakakis [33],
and finally by Kratochvil [23] who showed that deciding whether boxicity of a
graph is at most 2 itself is NP–complete. The complexity of finding the maximum
independent set in bounded boxicity graphs was considered by [21,18].

There have been many attempts to estimate or bound the boxicity of graph classes
with special structure. In his pioneering work, F. S. Roberts proved that the boxicity
of completek–partite graphs arek. Scheinerman [28] showed that the boxicity
of outer planar graphs is at most2. Thomassen [30] proved that the boxicity of
planar graphs is bounded above by3. The boxicity of split graphs is investigated by
Cozzens and Roberts [15]. Apart from these results, not muchis known about the
boxicity of most of the well-known graph classes. Also, little is known about the
structure imposed on a graph by its high boxicity.

Researchers have also tried to generalize or extend the concept of boxicity in vari-
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ous ways. The poset boxicity [31], the rectangular number [12], grid dimension [3],
circular dimension [17,29] and the boxicity of digraphs [11] are some examples.

1.2 Treewidth

The notions oftree–decompositionandtreewidthwere first introduced (under dif-
ferent names) by R. Halin and later rediscovered independently by Robertson and
Seymour. (See [16], Chapter 12 for historical details.) Roughly speaking, the treewidth
of a graphG is the minimumk such thatG can be decomposed into pieces forming
a tree structure with at mostk + 1 nodes per piece. Such a decomposition is called
a tree decomposition. See section 3 for the formal definitionof tree decomposition
and treewidth.

These notions underly several important and sometimes verydeep results in graph
theory and graph algorithms and are very useful for the analysis of several practical
problems. Recent research has shown that many NP–complete problems become
polynomial or even linear time solvable, or belong to NC, when restricted to graphs
with small treewidth (See [1,2,5]). The concepts of treewidth and pathwidth have
applications in many practically important fields like VLSIlayouts, Cholesky fac-
torization, Expert systems, Evolution theory, and naturallanguage processing. (See
[5] for references).

The decision problem of checking whethertw(G) is at mostk, givenG andk is
known to be NP-complete. Hence the problem of determining the treewidth of an
arbitrary graph is NP-hard and the research on determining the treewidth and path-
width has been focused on special classes. Linear or polynomial time or NC algo-
rithms for producing optimal tree decompositions have beenproposed for several
special classes of graphs like graphs of bounded treewidth [6,7], chordal graphs,
cographs, circular arc graphs, chordal bipartite graphs, permutation graphs, circle
graphs, and distance hereditary graphs. For an extensive bibliography on treewidth,
see [5].

2 Our Results

Our main result is the following theorem which connects the boxicity of a graph to
its treewidth.

Theorem. For any graphG, box(G) ≤ tw(G) + 2. Moreover, we construct a
family of graphs such that, for anyt ≥ 1, there is a graphG of treewidth at most
t +

√
t and boxicity at leastt −

√
t in this family. In other words, for this family

of graphs,tw(G)(1 − o(1)) ≤ box(G) ≤ tw(G) + 2, and thus the upper bound is
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almost sharp.

As far as we know, the only known general upper bound for boxicity of G is given
by Roberts[26], who showed thatbox(G) ≤ n

2
, wheren is the number of vertices in

G. It was also shown that this bound is tight. Thus it is interesting to look for upper
bounds on boxicity which can provide better structural insight about graphs with
respect to their boxicity. We believe that our upper bound interms of treewidth is
a progress in that direction. Since treewidth is an extensively studied concept, our
upper bound also leads to many nonintuitive results about boxicity, which appear
difficult to prove using direct approaches.

Consequences on special graphs.Except for the few classes mentioned in the
introduction, not much progress is made in bounding the boxicity of various well-
known graph classes, perhaps due to the lack of effective approaches. As conse-
quences of the above theorem, we are able to derive tight (up to constant factors)
upper bounds for the boxicity of various graph classes, in terms of their maximum
degree and clique number.

For a graphG, let∆(G) denote its maximum degree and letω(G) denote its clique
number i.e., the size (number of nodes) of the maximum cliquein G. We summarize
our results for the boxicity of different graph classes in the following table.

Graph class Upper bounds onbox(G)

Chordal Graphs ω(G) + 1

∆(G) + 2

Circular Arc Graphs 2ω(G) + 1

2∆(G) + 3

AT-free Graphs 3∆(G)

Co-comparability Graphs 2∆(G) + 1

Permutation Graphs 2∆(G) + 1

Any minor closed family constant

which excludes at least one planar graph

Each of the above upper bounds is shown to be tight up to small constant factors.

Planar Graph Minors and Boxicity. Study of graph minors is one of the most im-
portant areas in modern graph theory (see [16] for the definition of graph minors).
Combing our upper bound result with a result of Robertson andSeymour [27], we
obtain the following.
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Theorem.For every planar graphH, there is a constantc(H) such that every graph
with boxicity≥ c(H) has a minor isomorphic toH.

Cycles and Boxicity.The properties that imposes various kinds of long cycles in
a graph is an extensively explored topic in graph theory. (See Chapter 1 of [9] for
an introductory survey, or the book by Voss [32].) A structural consequence of our
main result is that, high boxicity imposes a long simple cycle as well as a long
induced cycle (chordless cycle) in the graph.

Theorem. In any graphG of boxicityb, there exists a simple cycle of length at least
b − 3. Moreover, there exists a graphG whose boxicity isb but the length of any
simple cycle in it is at most2b.

Theorem. Let G be a graph with maximum degree∆ and boxicityb ≥ 3. Then
there exists a induced cycle (chordless cycle) of length at least⌊log∆(b − 2)⌋ + 2.

Boxicity and Vertex Cover. The subsetS ⊆ V (G) is called avertex coverof G
if every edge ofG is incident on at least one vertex fromS. A vertex cover of
minimum cardinality is called aminimum vertex cover. We denote the cardinality
of a minimum vertex cover ofG by MVC(G). Our upper bound theorem yields the
following.

Theorem.For any graphG, box(G) ≤ MVC(G) + 2.

The reader may note that for a graphG onn nodes,MVC(G) = n − α(G), where
α(G) is the cardinality of a maximum independent set inG. Thusbox(G) ≤ n −
α(G) + 2. Similarly, 2 times the cardinality of any maximal matching inG is an
upper bound forMVC(G) and thus, we obtain an upper bound for the boxicity of
G in terms of the cardinality of maximal matchings also.

We also connect boxicity to a parameter, which is a variant ofminimum vertex
cover, namely the cardinality of a minimum feedback vertex cover ofG.

Algorithmic Consequences.From an algorithmic point of view, it is interesting to
efficiently construct a box representation (see introduction for the definition of box
representation) of the given graph in low dimensional space. For example, note that
if a dense graph has such a representation in constant dimensional space, then the
memory required to store this graph (nodes and edges) is onlylinear in the number
of nodes. The proof of our main upper bound also yields an efficient construction
of the box representation of the given graphG from its tree decomposition. Since,
for bounded treewidth graphs, the tree decompositions can be constructed in linear
time [6], we have the following.

Theorem. For a bounded treewidth graphs, box representation in constant dimen-
sion can be constructed in linear (in the number of vertices)time.
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Efficient polynomial time algorithms (exact or approximation) are known for con-
structing the tree decompositions of many special graph classes such as chordal
graphs, cographs, circular arc graphs, chordal bipartite graphs, permutation graphs,
circle graphs, distance hereditary graphs etc. An immediate consequence of this in
conjunction with the constructive proof of our main upper bound is that the corre-
sponding box representations can also be computed in polynomial time.

Complexity theoretic consequences:By our main upper bound result, the class
of bounded treewidth graphs is a subset of bounded boxicity graphs. Hence if a
problem is NP-hard for bounded treewidth graphs, it is also NP-hard for bounded
boxicity graphs. For example, it is shown in [25] that the channel assignment prob-
lem is NP-complete for graphs of treewidth at least3. It follows from our result that
this problem is NP-complete for graphs of boxicity at least5.

3 Tree Decompositions and the Treewidth

Definition 1 A tree decomposition of G = (V, E) is a pair ({Xi : i ∈ I}, T ),
whereI is an index set,{Xi : i ∈ I} is a collection of subsets ofV andT is a tree
(connected) whose node set isI, such that the following conditions are satisfied:

(1)
⋃

i∈I Xi = V .
(2) ∀(u, v) ∈ E, ∃i ∈ I such thatu, v ∈ Xi.
(3) ∀i, j, k ∈ I: if j is on a path inT from i to k, thenXi ∩ Xk ⊆ Xj .

The width of a tree decomposition({Xi : i ∈ I}, T ) is maxi∈I |Xi| − 1. The
treewidth of G is the minimum width over all tree decompositions ofG and is
denoted bytw(G). Nodei of a tree decomposition({Xi : i ∈ I}, T ) refers to the
nodei of the treeT .

Rooted Tree. A tree with a fixed root is called a rooted tree. Theheight(i) of a
nodei in a rooted treeT with root r is defined as usual:height(r) of the rootr
is 0, andheight(x) for any other nodex is exactly one more than the height of its
parent. A nodei 6= j is theancestorof nodej if i is in the path fromj to r. A node
j is adescendantof i if either i = j or i is the ancestor ofj.

Definition 2 A normalized tree decomposition of a graphG = (V, E) is a triple
({Xi : i ∈ I}, r ∈ I, T ) where({Xi : i ∈ I}, T ) is a tree decomposition ofG
that additionally satisfies the following two properties.

4. It is a rooted tree where the subsetXr that corresponds to the root noder
contains exactly one vertex.

5. For any nodei, if i′ is a child ofi, then|X ′
i − Xi| = 1.
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Lemma 3 For any graphG there is a normalized tree decomposition with width
equal totw(G).

PROOF. Consider a tree decomposition({Xi : i ∈ I}, T ) of G = (V, E) with
width tw(G). We convert it into a normalized tree decomposition({Xi : i ∈
I ′}, r, T ′) as follows.

As the first step, we convertT into a rooted treeT1 as follows. Leti be an arbitrary
node ofT such thatXi is non–empty. Letu ∈ Xi. Create a new noder (where
r /∈ I), and defineXr = {u}. Now connect noder to i. Let the resulting tree on the
node setI ∪ {r} beT1. It is easy to verify that({Xi : i ∈ I ∪ {r}}, T1) is a tree
decomposition ofG. From here on, we viewT1 as a rooted tree, with rootr.

Consider any edge(j, j′) of T1 wherej′ is a child ofj. Without loss of generality,
we can assume thatXj′ 6⊆ Xj . (If Xj′ ⊆ Xj then the following operations do
not violate the defining properties of tree decomposition: (a) Removej′ from I ∪
{r} and hence fromT1 (b) make each child ofj′ a child of j.) Let Xj′ − Xj =
{u1, . . . , uh}. If h = 1 then we retain this edge as such. Ifh > 1 then we replace the
edge(j, j′) by a pathj, k1, k2, · · · , kh−1, j

′, wherek1, k2, · · · , kh−1, are new nodes,
and define the subsetXki

= (Xj ∩Xj′)∪ {u1, u2, · · · , ui} for 1 ≤ i ≤ h− 1. Note
that |Xki

| ≤ |Xj′| for 1 ≤ i ≤ h − 1 and thus by introducing these new nodes
we have not increased the width of the tree decomposition. Werepeat this process
for each edge ofT1. Let T ′ be the new rooted tree (rooted atr) obtained after these
operations. LetI ′ be the node set ofT ′. Note that the rootr of T ′ still corresponds to
the singleton setXr. Now, it is straightforward to verify that({Xi : i ∈ I ′}, r, T ′)
is a normalized tree decomposition.

Definition 4 With respect to the normalized tree decomposition({Xi : i ∈ I}, r, T )
of a graphG = (V, E), we define the following two functions.

a) b : V → I is defined as follows. Forv ∈ V , b(v) = i, wherei is the (unique)
node inI such thatheight(i) is minimum subject to the condition thatv ∈ Xi.

b) h : V → N is defined byh(v) = height(b(v)).

Observe that the functionb(v) is well-defined. That is, there is exactly one nodei of
T , such thatv ∈ Xi andheight(i) is the minimum possible. To see this, assume that
there is one more nodej such thatv ∈ Xj andheight(j) = height(i). Then, by
Property 3 of Definition 1, there should be a nodek with height less thanheight(i)
andv ∈ Xk. This contradicts the assumption that nodei = b(v) has the minimum
possible height.

Lemma 5 The functionb : V → I is a bijection.
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PROOF. First we show thatb : V → I is injective. That is, for any two distinct
verticesu, v ∈ V , b(u) 6= b(v). If not, let b(u) = b(v) = i. SinceXi contains
at least two vertices (namelyu andv), i is not the root node of the normalized
tree decomposition. Letj be the parent ofi. Sinceb(u) = b(v) = i, Xj does not
containu andv by the definition ofb(·). That is,|Xi − Xj | ≥ 2. This contradicts
Property 5 of Definition 2.

Now assume thatb : V → I is not surjective i.e., there exists a nodei ∈ I that do
not have a pre-image inV . Let Xi = {u1, . . . , ur}. Consider any vertexuj ∈ Xi.
Let b(uj) = k 6= i. By the definition ofb(uj), height(k) ≤ height(i). Let j be the
parent ofi. Clearly,j is on the path betweenk andi in T , and thus by Property 3 of
the Definition 1,uj ∈ Xj. This implies thatXi ⊆ Xj, which contradicts Property
5 of Definition 2. Thusb : V → I injective and surjective i.e., bijective.

Lemma 6 For anyi ∈ I such thatu ∈ Xi, nodei is a descendant ofb(u).

PROOF. Otherwise, sinceu ∈ Xi as well asXb(u), by Property 3 of Definition 1,
u ∈ Xj also wherej is the parent ofb(u). This contradicts the definition ofb(u).

4 Box Representation and Interval Graph Representation

Let G = (V, E(G)) be a graph and letI1, . . . , Ik bek interval graphs such that each
Ij = (V, E(Ij)) is defined on the same set of verticesV . If

E(G) = E(I1) ∩ · · · ∩ E(Ik),

then we say thatI1, . . . , Ik is aninterval graph representationof G. The following
equivalence is well-known.

Theorem 7 (Roberts [26]) The minimumk such that there exists an interval graph
representation ofG usingk interval graphsI1, . . . , Ik is the same asbox(G).

Recall that ab–dimensional box representation ofG is a mapping of each node
u ∈ V to R1(u) × · · · × Rb(u), where eachRi(u) is a closed interval of the form
[ℓi(u), ri(u)] on the real line. It is straightforward to see that an interval graph rep-
resentation ofG usingb interval graphsI1, . . . , Ib, is equivalent to ab–dimensional
box representation in the following sense. LetRi(u) = [ℓi(u), ri(u)] denote the
closed interval corresponding to nodeu in an interval realization ofIi. Then the
b–dimensional box corresponding tou is simplyR1(u)× · · · ×Rb(u). Conversely,
given ab–dimensional box representation ofG, the set of intervals{Ri(u) : u ∈ V }
forms theith interval graphIi in the corresponding interval graph representation.
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5 Treewidth vs Boxicity: The Upper Bound

Let G = (V, E) be a graph. In this section, we assume that({Xi : i ∈ I}, r, T ) is
a normalized tree decomposition ofG with width tw(G).

Lemma 8 Let G = (V, E) be a graph and({Xi : i ∈ I}, r, T ) be its normal-
ized tree decomposition of widthtw(G). Then, there exists a functionθ : V →
{0, . . . , tw(G)}, such that for anyi ∈ I and for any two distinct nodesu, v ∈ Xi,
θ(u) 6= θ(v).

PROOF. Sort the nodes inI in the increasing order of their height (breaking ties
arbitrarily). Let the order bei1, . . . , in. Let uj = b−1(ij). We inductively define
θ(uj) in the orderu1, . . . , un. Defineθ(u1) = 0. Assume inductively that fork < j,
θ(uk) is defined, and for anyu, v ∈ Xik , θ(u) 6= θ(v). Observe that nodei1 is the
root ofT and thusXi1 is the singleton set{u1}, and thus the inductive assumption
is trivially true for i1. Let ih be the parent ofij in T . First we observe thatuj ∈
Xij − Xih, by the definition ofb(uj). HenceXij − {uj} ⊆ Xih by Property 5 of
Definition 2. Consider a vertexv ∈ Xij − {uj}. Observe thatb(v) = ir, for some
r < j. (This is because,v ∈ Xi1 − {uj} ⊆ Xih andheight(ih) < height(ij).)
So θ(v) is already defined at this point by the induction assumption.Now define
θ(uj) = t, wheret 6= θ(v) for any v ∈ Xij − {uj}. There is such at because
|Xij − {uj}| ≤ tw(G) but there existstw(G) + 1 distinct possible values fort.
Now we claim that for anyu, v ∈ Xij − {uj}, θ(u) 6= θ(v). This is because,
u, v ∈ Xij −{uj} ⊆ Xih , and sinceh < j, the inductive assumption is valid forih.

Lemma 9 If (u, v) ∈ E(G) thenθ(u) 6= θ(v).

PROOF. Since(u, v) ∈ E(G) then there exists anXi such thatu, v ∈ Xi by
Property 2 of Definition 1. Now, by Lemma 8,θ(u) 6= θ(v).

Lemma 10 If (u, v) ∈ E(G), then eitherb(u) is an ancestor ofb(v) or b(v) is an
ancestor ofb(u) in T .

PROOF. Due to Property 2 of Definition 1, there is a nodei ∈ I such thatu, v ∈
Xi. Because of Lemma 6, nodei is the descendant ofb(u) and alsob(v). Thus both
b(u) andb(v) are in the path fromi to the rootr in T . Moreover,b(u) 6= b(v) since
b(·) is a bijection by Lemma 5. Thus the result follows.

Lemma 11 Let(u, v) ∈ E(G) and letb(u) be the ancestor ofb(v). For any vertex
w ∈ V − {u}, θ(w) 6= θ(u) if b(w) is in the path fromb(v) to b(u) in T .
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PROOF. Because of Property 2 of Definition 1, there is anXi such thatu, v ∈
Xi. By Lemma 6, we know thati is a descendant ofb(u) and alsob(v). This in
conjunction with the assumption thatb(u) is the ancestor ofb(v), implies thatb(v)
is in the path fromb(u) to nodei. Thus, for any nodek in the path fromb(v) to
b(u), u ∈ Xk, by Property 3 of Definition 1. Now, for any vertexx ∈ Xk − {u},
θ(x) 6= θ(u) by Lemma 8. In particular, this is true fork = b(w) andx = w.

Using the functionθ : V → {0, . . . , tw(G)} (see Lemma 8) and functionh : V →
N (see Definition 4), we constructtw(G) + 2 different interval super graphs ofG
as follows. Leti be such that0 ≤ i ≤ tw(G). The interval graphIi is defined as
follows.

Definition of interval graph Ii, for 0 ≤ i ≤ tw(G): We define the interval
[ℓi(v), ri(v)] for eachv ∈ V as follows.

(1) If θ(v) = i thenℓi(v) = 2h(v) andri(v) = 2h(v) + 1.
(2) If θ(v) 6= i then letS = θ−1(i) ∩ N(v), whereθ−1(i) = {u ∈ V | θ(u) = i}

andN(v) = {u ∈ V − {v} | (u, v) is an edge ofG}.
(a) If S = ∅ thenℓi(v) = 3n andri(v) = 3n.
(b) If S 6= ∅ thenℓi(v) = minu∈S ri(u) andri(v) = 3n.

Definition of interval graph Itw(G)+1: Consider adepth-firstordering of the nodes
of T . The depth-first ordering of rooted treeT rooted atr is an ordered list of
the nodes ofT denoted asdf(T, r). If T has only one node, namely its rootr,
thendf(T, r) = 〈r, r〉. Otherwise, letr1, . . . , rk be the children ofr and letTi

be the rooted sub-tree rooted atri. Then,df(T, r) is the concatenation of the lists
〈r〉, df(T1, r1), . . . , df(Tk, rk), 〈r〉 in that order. Observe that each node ofT ap-
pears exactly two times indf(T, r). Thus we can associate with each nodei, two
numbersfirst(i) and last(i) that denote its sequence number in the ordered list
df(T, r) corresponding to its first occurrence and last occurrence respectively. Now,
for each vertexv ∈ V , ℓtw(G)+1(v) = first(b(v)) andrtw(G)+1(v) = last(b(v)).
The resulting interval graph isItw(G)+1.

Lemma 12 EachIi, 0 ≤ i ≤ tw(G) + 1, E(G) ⊆ E(Ii).

PROOF. Let (x, y) ∈ E(G). First, assume that0 ≤ i ≤ tw(G). By Lemma 9, we
haveθ(x) 6= θ(y). Without loss of generality, assume thatθ(y) 6= i. Henceri(y) =
3n because of Case 2 of the definition ofIi. If θ(x) 6= i thenri(x) is also3n, and
thus(x, y) ∈ E(Ii). Now assume thatθ(x) = i. Hence,x ∈ S = θ−1(i) ∩ N(y).
Henceri(y) = 3n ≥ ri(x) ≥ minz∈S ri(z) = ℓi(y), and thusri(x) ∈ [ℓi(y), ri(y)].
It follows that(x, y) ∈ E(Ii).
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It remains to show that(x, y) ∈ E(Itw(G)+1). Because of Lemma 10, we can as-
sume without loss of generality thatb(x) is an ancestor ofb(y). Consider the
depth-first orderdf(T, r) of the nodes ofT . It is straightforward to verify that
first(b(x)) ≤ first(b(y)) ≤ last(b(y)) ≤ last(b(x)), and thus the intervals
in Itw(G)+1 corresponding tox andy intersect. It follows that(x, y) ∈ E(Itw(G)+1).

Lemma 13 For any(x, y) /∈ E(G), there exists somei, 0 ≤ i ≤ tw(G) + 1, such
that (x, y) /∈ E(Ii).

PROOF. Let (x, y) /∈ E(G). Suppose that neitherb(x) is an ancestor ofb(y) nor
b(y) an ancestor ofb(x) in T . Then, we claim that(x, y) /∈ E(Itw(G)+1). This is
because, ifb(x) is not an ancestor ofb(y) or vice versa, then in the depth-first order
df(T, r), eitherlast(b(x)) < first(b(y)) or last(b(y)) < first(b(x)), and thus
their corresponding intervals do not intersect.From now on, we assume without loss
of generality, thatb(x) is an ancestor ofb(y).

Let t = θ(x). Note that by the definition ofθ, 0 ≤ t ≤ tw(G). We claim that
(x, y) /∈ E(It). Since functionb : V → I is bijective (Lemma 5),b(x) 6= b(y),
and thus, sinceb(x) is an ancestor ofb(y), we haveh(x) < h(y).

Now, if θ(y) also equalst, then the intervals corresponding tox andy do not in-
tersect sinceh(x) 6= h(y) (see definition ofIt). From now on, we assume that
θ(y) 6= θ(x).

LetS = θ−1(t)∩N(y). If S = ∅ then the interval corresponding toy in It is [3n, 3n]
by definition. Sincert(x) = 2h(x) + 1 < 3n, (x, y) /∈ E(It) as required. IfS 6= ∅
then letz be the node such thatrt(z) = minw∈S rt(w). Note thatx 6= z since
x /∈ N(y). Sincez ∈ N(y), there is an ancestorial relation betweenb(z) andb(y)
by Lemma 10 i.e.,b(z) is an ancestor ofb(y) or vice versa. Recalling thatb(x) is
an ancestor ofb(y), it follows thatthere is a pair-wise ancestorial relation between
b(x), b(y) andb(z). Noting thatx 6= y 6= z, by Lemma 5b(x) 6= b(y) 6= b(z). It
follows thath(x) 6= h(y) 6= h(z).

Let h(x) > h(z). Recalling thath(y) > h(x), we haveh(y) > h(x) > h(z) Hence
b(x) is in the path inT from b(y) to b(z), and thus by Lemma 11, it follows that
θ(x) 6= θ(z). But recall that,z ∈ S ⊆ θ−1(t), by definition, and thereforeθ(z) =
t = θ(x), which is a contradiction. Hence the only possibility is that h(x) < h(z),
and thusrt(x) < rt(z) by case (1) of definition ofIt. Recall thatrt(z) = ℓt(y) by
case 2(b) of definition ofIt. Hence we havert(x) < ℓt(y), and thus(x, y) /∈ E(It).

By combining Lemma 12 and Lemma 13, we can infer thatE(G) = E(I1) ∩ · · · ∩
E(Itw(G)+1). Thus, by Theorem 7, we obtain the following.
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Theorem 14 For any graphG, box(G) ≤ tw(G) + 2.

6 Tightness Result

When we consider various simple examples, it is tempting to conjecture that the
tight upper bound on the boxicity istw(G)

2
. (For example, consider the Roberts graph

explained in Section 7.2). But we show that the above upper bound is asymptoti-
cally tight. More precisely,

Theorem 15 For any integerk ≥ 1, there exists a graphG with tw(G) ≤ k and
box(G) ≥ k(1 − 2√

k
) = k(1 − o(1)).

PROOF.

We show the following. Fix anyt ≥ 1. We construct a graphG such thattw(G) ≤
t +

√
t and box(G) ≥ t−

√
t. For any fixedk, we get the result by choosingt to

be the largest integer such thatt +
√

t ≤ k.

The graphG is as follows. The node set ofG is the disjoint union ofα + 1 sets
P0, P1, . . . , Pα, where

α =
⌊
√

t⌋
∑

j=1

(

t

j

)

.

(Note thatα corresponds to the total number of non-empty subsets of at most
√

t
elements from a collection oft distinct elements.) Let|P0| = t. The cardinality of
Pi for 1 ≤ i ≤ α is defined as follows. LetS = {A ⊆ P0 | 1 ≤ |A| ≤

√
t}.

Note that|S| = α. Let Π : S → {P1, . . . , Pα} be a bijective map. We define
|Π(A)| = |A|. In other words,|Pi| = |Π−1(Pi)|.

For i ∈ {1, . . . , α}, let ci : Pi → Π−1(Pi) be a bijection.

Edge(u, v) ∈ E(G) if and only if any one of the following conditions holds

a) u, v ∈ Pi for somei.
b) u ∈ P0 andv ∈ Pi for somei ≥ 1 andu 6= ci(v).

Claim 16 tw(G) ≤ t + ⌊
√

t⌋.

The above claim can be seen as follows. Define a tree decomposition ({Xi : i ∈
I}, T ) of G whereI = {0, . . . , α}. DefineX0 = P0 andXi = P0 ∪ Pi for i ∈
{1, . . . , α}. The edge set ofT is {(0, i) : 1 ≤ i ≤ α}.

(Note thatT is a star with node0 at the center). It is straightforward to verify that
this is a valid tree-decomposition ofG. Recalling that eachPi, 1 ≤ i ≤ α, has at
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most
√

t nodes, it follows that the width of this decomposition ist + ⌊
√

t⌋.

Claim 17 box(G) ≥ t − ⌊
√

t⌋.

Proof: Assume by contradiction thatbox(G) < t−⌊
√

t⌋. Then, consider an interval
graph representation ofG usingγ = t − ⌊

√
t⌋ − 1 interval graphs. That is, let

E(G) = E(I1) ∩ . . . ∩ E(Iγ),

whereI1, . . . , Iγ are theγ interval graphs. Fix any arbitrary interval realizations
for I1, . . . , Iγ. From now on (abusing the terminology), we refer to this interval
realization ofIi also asIi.

Let P : {I1, . . . , Iγ} → P0 × P0 be a function, whereP(Ij) is defined as fol-
low. For nodew ∈ V , let [ℓj(w), rj(w)] denote its corresponding interval inIj .
Let u, v ∈ V be such thatℓj(u) = maxw∈P0

ℓj(w) andrj(v) = minw∈P0
rj(w)

(resolving ties arbitrarily). DefineP(Ij) = (u, v). Recalling thatP0 induces a com-
plete graph inG, it follows that for any nodew ∈ P0, rj(w) ≥ ℓj(u) (otherwise
intervals corresponding to nodesu andw will not intersect). Thusrj(v) ≥ ℓj(u)
and therefore[ℓj(u), rj(v)] is a valid interval. Now it is straightforward to see that
for any nodew ∈ P0, [ℓj(u), rj(v)] ⊆ [ℓj(w), rj(w)]. Note that[ℓj(u), rj(v)] =
[ℓj(u), rj(u)] ∩ [ℓj(v), rj(v)]. Now it is easy to see that there cannot be a node
x ∈ Pk, for anyk ≥ 1, that is adjacent to bothu andv but not to somey ∈ P0, in
this interval graph. This is because, ifx is adjacent to bothu andv, then the interval
corresponding tox has a non-empty intersection with[ℓj(u), rj(v)], and thus it has
a non empty intersection with the interval for any nodey ∈ P0. This is summarized
as follows.

Claim 18 Consider any interval graphI ∈ {I1, . . . , Iγ}. Let P(I) = (u, v). Let
x ∈ Pk for anyk ∈ {1, . . . , α}. If ck(x) /∈ {u, v} then edge(x, ck(x)) ∈ E(I).

Define a multi-graphH = (VH , EH), where

VH = P0 and the multi-setEH = {P(I1),P(I2), . . . ,P(Iγ)}.

Note thatH hast nodes andγ edges.

Applying Lemma 20 toH by fixing r = ⌊
√

t⌋, we infer the following. The multi-
graphH has a connected componentK = (VK , EK) onk nodes and exactlyk − 1
edges, where1 ≤ k ≤ ⌊

√
t⌋. Let

S = {I | P(I) ∈ EK}. Clearly |S| = k − 1.

Let Π(VK) = Pk. Define a functionf : Pk → {I1, . . . , Iγ} such that forx ∈ Pk,
f(x) = Ij whereIj is an interval graph such that(x, ck(x)) /∈ E(Ij). (Reader may
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note that there exists one such interval graph because(x, ck(x)) /∈ E(G). On the
other hand, there can be more than one interval graph where the edge(x, ck(x)) is
not present. The functionf(x) mapsx to one such interval graph.)

Claim 19 For anyx ∈ Pk = Π(VK), f(x) ∈ S.

Proof: Let I ∈ {I1, . . . , Iγ} − S and letP(I) = (u, v). Since(u, v) ∈ E(H),
bothu andv belong to the same connected component ofH. We claim thatu, v /∈
VK . Otherwise,(u, v) = P(I) ∈ EK , and hence by definition ofS, I ∈ S, a
contradiction. Recall thatPk = Π(VK) and thus for anyx ∈ Pk, ck(x) ∈ VK by
definition of the functionck(·). Thereforeck(x) /∈ {u, v}. It follows by Claim 18,
that(x, ck(x)) ∈ E(I) and thereforef(x) 6= I by the definition off(x). The claim
follows.

Recall that|VK | = k, where1 ≤ k ≤ ⌊
√

t⌋. It follows that |Pk| = k sincePk =
Π(VK) and recalling that|Π(VK)| = |VK | by definition. But recall that|S| = k−1.
By Claim 19, for anyx ∈ Pk, f(x) ∈ S. It follows (by pigeon hole principle) that
there existsx, y ∈ Pk such thatf(x) = f(y) = Iz ∈ S. By definition of graphG, it
contains the four cycle(x, y, ck(x), ck(y), x). SinceE(Iz) ⊇ E(G), the same four
cycle is present inIz also. But by the definition off(·), (x, ck(x)), (y, ck(y)) /∈ Iz.
Thus it follows that the above four cycle is chordless inIz, which is a contradiction
sinceIz is an interval graph. It follows thatbox(G) ≥ t − ⌊

√
t⌋.

Lemma 20 If a multi-graphM hasn nodes and at mostn − n
r

edges, for some
r ≥ 1, then there is a connected componentC in M that hask nodes and exactly
k − 1 edges, for somek with 1 ≤ k ≤ r.

PROOF. Consider those connected components inM where each of them have at
leastr+1 nodes. Call them ‘large’ connected components. A connectedcomponent
which is not large is called ’small’ component. Letg andh respectively denote the
number of large and small connected components. Letn1, . . . , ng respectively be
the number of nodes in each of theseg large connected components. LetnL =
n1 + · · · + ng denote the total number of nodes in theg large components. Let the
total number of edges in theseg connected components together be denoted asmL.
Observe thatmL ≥ nL − g. Let nS andmS respectively be the total number of
nodes and edges in theh small connected components. We have,

nS = n − nL and mS ≤ n − n

r
− mL

Recalling thatmL ≥ nL−g, we getnS ≥ mS + n
r
−g. Since each large component

contains at leastr + 1 nodes, we haveg < n
r

. It follows thatnS > mS. Thus we
can infer that there exists at least one small connected componentC, on k nodes
and exactlyk − 1 edges, as required.
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7 Consequences on Special Classes of Graphs

7.1 Chordal Graphs

Let C be a cycle in a graphG. A chord ofC is an edge ofG joining two nodes
of C which are not consecutive. A graphG is called a chordal (rigid circuit or
triangulated) graphif and only if every cycle inG, of length 4 or more has a chord.
Chordal graphs arise in many applications (see [19]). Chordal graphs constitute
one of the most important subclasses of perfect graphs [19].It is easy to see that
the class of interval graphs do not have chordless cycles of length more than 3,
and thus is a subclass of chordal graphs. Thus it is natural tostudy the boxicity
of chordal graphs. In fact, the question of bounding the boxicity of a subclass of
chordal graphs, namely the split graphs, was already addressed by Cozzens and
Roberts [15]. A graphG is a split graph if and only ifG and its complementG is
chordal. Every split graph has the following special structure: Its node set can be
partitioned into two setsV1 andV2 such thatV1 induces a complete graph inG, and
V2 induces an independent set. (See [19], Chapter 6 for more information on split
graphs.) Cozzens and Roberts prove the following Theorem.

Theorem 21 (Cozzens and Roberts [15])If G is a split graph with clique number
ω(G), thenbox(G) ≤ ⌈1

2
ω(G)⌉.

The class of split graphs indeed has a very special structure, and is hardly represen-
tative of the much wider class of chordal graphs. Using our upper bound (Theorem
14), we derive an upper bound for the boxicity of chordal graphs.

The following result is well-known. (See [16], Chapter 12.)

Lemma 22 For a chordal graphG, tw(G) = ω(G) − 1.

Combining Lemma 22 with Theorem 14, and noting thatω(G) − 1 ≤ ∆(G) for
any graphG, where∆(G) is its maximum degree, we get the following.

Theorem 23 For a chordal graphG, box(G) ≤ ω(G) + 1 ≤ ∆(G) + 2.

Sharpness of Theorem 23In [15], Cozzens and Roberts show that for anyk ≥ 1,
there exists a split graphG such thatω(G) = k andbox(G) = ⌈ω(G)

2
⌉. Since the

class of split graphs is subclass of chordal graphs, it follows that the upper bound
of Theorem 23, is tight up to a factor of2.
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7.2 Circular Arc graphs

A graphG is a circular arc graph if and only if there exists a one-to-one corre-
spondence between its nodes and a set of arcs of a circle, suchthat two nodes are
adjacentif and only if the corresponding arcs intersect. Since the definition of cir-
cular arc graphs look very similar to that of interval graphs, it is natural to think that
their boxicity will be small (possibly bounded above by a constant), since interval
graphs are boxicity 1 graphs. In his pioneering paper [26], F.S. Roberts considers
the following graph.

Definition 24 (Roberts Graph) The Roberts graph on2n nodes is obtained by
removing the edges of a perfect matching from a complete graph on2n nodes,

Roberts showed that the boxicity of Roberts graph on2n nodes isn. A little in-
spection will convince the reader that Roberts graph is indeed a circular arc graph.
Thus, there exists a circular arc graph of2n nodes, whose boxicity isn.

But still, it is possible to get an upper bound for the boxicity of circular arc graphs
in terms of clique numberω(G) and thus in terms of its maximum degree∆(G) as
follows.

We claim that the pathwidth (and hence treewidth) of a circular arc graphG is at
most2ω(G)−1. Consider a representation ofG as the intersection graph of arcs of
a circle. Letp0, . . . , pk, be the end points (left or right) of the arcs on this circle, as
we traverse the circle in the clock-wise direction, starting from an arbitrarily fixed
position. LetXi denote the set of nodes ofG. whose arcs containpi. Clearly,Xi for
anyi induces a complete graph inG and thus|Xi| ≤ ω(G). It is straightforward to
verify that(X1 ∪ X0), . . . , (Xk ∪ X0) constitutes a valid path decomposition ofG
and thus the pathwidth ofG is at most2ω(G) − 1.

It follows from Theorem 14 that

Theorem 25 For a circular arc graphG,

box(G) ≤ 2ω(G) + 1 ≤ 2∆(G) + 3.

Tightness of Theorem 25:Recall that Roberts graphG on 2n nodes (Definition
24) is a circular arc graph and its boxicity isn. It is easy to see thatω(G) = n.
Thus the upper bounds given by Theorem 25, in terms ofω(G) and∆(G), is tight
up to a factor2 and4 respectively.
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7.3 Asteroidal Triple-free Graphs, Co–comparability Graphs and Permutation
Graphs

An independent set of three nodes inG, such that each pair is joined by a path that
avoids the neighborhood of the third is called an AsteroidalTriple (AT). A graph
is AT-free if and only if it contains no asteroidal triples. The concept of Asteroidal
triples and AT-free graphs was introduced by Lekkerkerker and Boland [24], to
characterize the chordal graphs which are not interval graphs. They showed that a
graphG is an interval graph if and only if, it is simultaneously a chordal graph and
an AT-free graph.

AT-free graphs generalize (in addition to the class of interval graphs) some very
important and practically useful classes of graphs- for example co-comparability
graphs, trapezoidal graphs, and the permutation graphs. (See [13] for a discussion
of how AT-free graphs are in some sense a unifying generalization of these graph
classes.)

In this section we give an upper bound for the boxicity of AT-free graphs in terms
of their maximum degree.

A caterpillar is a tree such that a path (called thespine) is obtained by when all
its leaves are deleted. In the proof of Theorem 3.16 of [22], Kloks et al. show
that every connected AT-free graphG has a spanning caterpillar subgraphT , such
that adjacent nodes inG are at distance at most four inT . Moreover, for any edge
(u, v) ∈ E(G) with u andv at distance exactly four inT , bothu andv are leaves
of T . Let p0, . . . , pk be the nodes along the spline ofG. Let Xi be the union of
pi and the leaf nodes attached topi in the caterpillar. Now it is easy to check that
(X0 ∪ X1 ∪ X2), . . . , (Xi ∪ Xi+1 ∪ Xi+2), . . . , (Xk−2 ∪ Xk−1 ∪ Xk) constitute a
path decomposition (and thus a tree decomposition) ofG.

Lemma 26 LetG be an AT-free graph. Thentw(G) ≤ 3∆(G)− 2, where∆(G) is
the maximum degree ofG.

Theorem 27 For an AT-free graphG, box(G) ≤ 3∆(G).

We get better upper bounds when we restrict ourselves to sub classes of AT-free
graphs. Consider the class of co–comparability graphs: A graphG is a co- compa-
rability graph if and only if its complement is a comparability graph. (See Chapter
5 of [19], for more information on comparability graphs.) Aninteresting character-
ization of co–comparability graphs is that they are exactlythe class of intersection
graphs of function diagrams [20]. (A function diagram is a set of curvesC, where
eachci ∈ C is a curve{(x, fi(x)) : 0 ≤ x ≤ 1} for somefi : [0, 1] → R.)

It is known that co-comparability graphs are properly contained in the class of AT–
free graphs, but in turn is a strict super class of permutation graphs, trapezoidal
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graphs etc.

Lemma 28 For a co-comparability graphG, tw(G) ≤ 2∆(G) − 1.

PROOF. Let E(G) andE(G) denote the edge set ofG and its complementG
respectively and letV be the node set. Let|V | = n. SinceG is a comparability
graph, there exists a partial order≺ in G on the node setV such that(u, v) ∈ E(G)
if and only if u andv are comparable (that is eitheru ≺ v or v ≺ u). This partial
order gives an orientation to the edge setE(G), namely, ifu ≺ v, then the edge
(u, v) is directed fromu to v and we denote this directed edge as[u, v]. Define an
ordering (i.e., a bijection)f : V → {1, . . . , n} for V such that if(u, v) ∈ E(G)
thenu ≺ v if and only if f(u) < f(v). Clearly such an ordering exists forG; for
instance, a topological sort onG after orienting its edges as described above, gives
such an ordering. Let(u, v) ∈ E(G) andw be such thatf(u) < f(w) < f(v). We
claim thatw is adjacent to eitheru or v or both inG. Assume otherwise. That is,
(u, w), (w, v) ∈ E(G). Since it is given thatf(u) < f(w) < f(v), it follows that
u ≺ w ≺ v in G by the definition off(·). Thus by transitivity of≺, u ≺ v and
(u, v) ∈ E(G), which is a contradiction. Having shown that iff(u) < f(w) < f(v)
thenw is adjacent to eitheru or v or both inG, it is easy to infer that if edge
(u, v) ∈ E(G), then there can be at most2∆(G) − 2 nodes whosef(·) values are
betweenf(u) andf(v). Therefore,|f(u) − f(v)| ≤ 2∆(G) − 1. Now it is easy to
verify that there is a path decomposition forG (and hence a tree decomposition)
({Xi : i ∈ I}, T ), whereI = {1, . . . , n} andT is a simple path(1, 2, . . . , n), such
thatXi = {u | i ≤ f(u) ≤ i + 2∆(G) − 1}. It is straightforward to verify that the
pathwidth of the this path decomposition is2∆(G) − 1.

Now it follows from our upper bound (Theorem 14) that

Theorem 29 For a co–comparability graphG, box(G) ≤ 2∆(G) + 1.

Permutation graphs are defined as follows. Letπ be a permutation of the numbers
1, 2, . . . , n, and let graphG[π] = (V, E) be defined as follows:V = {1, . . . , n}
and(i, j) ∈ E(G) if and only if (i − j)(π−1(i) − π−1(j)) < 0. A graphG is a
permutation graph if there exists a permutationπ such thatG is isomorphic toG[π].
It is well-known that the complement of a permutation graph is also a permutation
graph (See Chapter 7, [19]).

Permutation graphs are sub-classes of co–comparability graphs (See Chapter 7,
[19]). Therefore the above upper bound on boxicity holds also for permutation
graphs.

Theorem 30 For a permutation graphG, box(G) ≤ 2∆(G) + 1.

Tightness of Theorems 27, 29 and 30:It is not difficult to see that Roberts graph
on 2n nodes (Definition 24) is a permutation graph (because its complement is
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trivially a permutation graph), and hence it is both AT-freeand co- comparability.
This graph has maximum degree2n−1 and boxicityn. It follows that Theorem 29
and Theorem 30 are tight up to a factor of4 and Theorem 27 is tight up to a factor
of 6.

8 Planar Graph Minors and Boxicity

The following theorem is well-known.

Theorem 31 (Robertson and Seymour [27])For every planar graphH, there is
a constantc(H) such that every graph with treewidth≥ c(H) has a minor isomor-
phic toH.

Combining the upper bound theorem (Theorem 14) with Theorem31, we obtain
the following.

Theorem 32 For every planar graphH, there is a constantc(H) such that every
graph with boxicity≥ c(H) has a minor isomorphic toH.

For instance, consider the cycle graph. Note that if a cycle graph onk nodes is a
minor of G, then it is also a subgraph ofG. In other words, by Theorem 32, there
exists a constantc(k) such that, ifbox(G) ≥ c(k) thenG contains a cycle onk
nodes as a subgraph. In the next section, we show thatc(k) is not more than2k by
means of a direct approach.

A restatement of Theorem 32 is as follows.

Theorem 33 For every planar graphH, there is a constantc(H) such that any
minor closed family of graphs which excludesH has boxicity at mostc(H).

9 Cycles and Boxicity

The study of various kinds of circuits in graphs is a well-established area in graph
theory. There is indeed an extensive literature on this topic. (Chapter 1 of [9] gives
an introductory survey. See the book by Voss [32] for an extensive treatment.)

A recent result of Birmele [4] relates the treewidth of a graph with the length of the
longest simple cycle inG. The length of the longest simple cycle in a graph is also
known as its circumference.

Lemma 34 (E. Birmele [4]) For any graphG, its circumference is at leasttw(G)−
1.
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Combining Lemma 34 with our upper bound Theorem 14, we get

Theorem 35 In any graphG of boxicityb, there exists a simple cycle of length at
leastb − 3.

Sharpness of Theorem 35:It is not difficult to see that Roberts graph on2n nodes
is Hamiltonian. Since its boxicity is known to ben, the upper bound for Theorem
35 is tight up to a factor of2.

Now we consider induced cycles in a graph. A cycle in a graph iscalled an induced
cycle or a chordless cycle if there are no chords for that cycle. An induced cycle
of length4 or more is sometimes referred to as a hole, especially in the perfect
graph literature: For example, the strong perfect graph theorem states that a graph
is perfect if and only if it does not contain any odd holes. Thelength of the largest
induced cycle in a graphG is called the chordality ofG. It may be noted that the
chordality of a chordal graph is3, that of co-comparability graphs is at most4 and
that of AT–free graphs is at most5. See [10] for a survey of graph classes with low
chordality. A great deal of research is done also with respect to the existence of
cycles in a graph with a given number of chords (diagonals) [32].

The following Lemma follows from Theorem 14 of [8].

Lemma 36 (Bodlaender and Thilikos [8]) Let G be a graph with maximum de-
gree∆ and chordalityc. Thentw(G) ≤ ∆c−2.

By combining Lemma 36 with our upper bound (Theorem 14), we get the following
result

Theorem 37 Let G be a graph with maximum degree∆ and boxicityb ≥ 3. Then
there exists a induced cycle (chordless cycle) of length at least⌊log∆(b − 2)⌋ + 2.

10 Boxicity, Vertex Cover and Related Parameters

The subsetS ⊆ V (G) is called avertex coverof G if every edge ofG is incident
on at least one vertex fromS. A vertex cover of minimum cardinality is called a
minimum vertex cover. We denote the cardinality of a minimum vertex cover ofG
by MVC(G). It is easy to observe that ifS is a minimum vertex cover ofG, then
V (G)−S forms an independent set ofG. Thus,MVC(G) = n−α(G), whereα(G)
is the independence number (the cardinality of the maximum independent set) of
G. It is easy to prove the following Lemma.

Lemma 38 For any graphG, tw(G) ≤ MVC(G).

Now, applying Theorem 14 we get:
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Theorem 39 For any graphG, box(G) ≤ MVC(G) + 2 = n − α(G) + 2.

It is interesting to investigate whether the above bound in terms ofMVC(G) can
be further tightened. For instance, we can show that if a graph G has a vertex cover
which induces a complete graph, thenbox(G) ≤ ⌈(MVC(G) + 1)/2⌉. To see this,
first we recall from Section 7.1 that if the node setV of a graphG can be partitioned
intoV1 andV2 such thatV1 induces a complete graph andV2 induces an independent
set, thenG is a split graph. It follows that if a vertex cover inG induces a complete
graph, thenG is a split graph. Now the above bound follows from Theorem 21,
becauseω(G) − 1 ≤ MVC(G) ≤ ω(G) for a split graphG.

A set of dominating edgesD is a collection of edges ofG such that any edge in
E(G)−D is adjacent to at least one edge inD. For example the reader may notice
that any maximal matching inG constitutes a dominating edge set. A dominating
edge set of minimum cardinality is called a minimum dominating edge set. We
denote the cardinality of the minimum dominating edge set ofG by MED(G). It
is easy to see thatMVC(G) ≤ 2 MED(G). Combining this with Theorem 39, we
have

Theorem 40 For any graphG, boxi(G) ≤ 2 MED(G) + 2.

In this connection, we note that Cozzens and Roberts [15] hadproved the follow-
ing: for any graphG, box(G) ≤ MED(G). Clearly our result (Theorem 40) com-
plements their result, by showing thatMED(G) itself can control the boxicity of
G. Thus,

Theorem 41 For any graphG, box(G) ≤ min{2 MED(G) + 2, MED(G)}.

Now, let us consider a variant of minimum vertex cover, namely theminimum feed-
back vertex cover. A feedback vertex coverS is a subset ofV (G) such that the
induced subgraph onV − S is a forest. A feedback vertex cover of minimum
cardinality is called a minimum feedback vertex cover, and we denote its cardi-
nality by MFVC(G). Clearly every vertex cover ofG is a feedback vertex cover
also, and thusMFVC(G) ≤ MVC(G). The reader may also note that in gen-
eral MFVC(G) can be much smaller thanMVC(G): For example for a cycle on
n nodes, MVC(G)

MFVC(G)
= Ω(n).

Theorem 42 box(G) ≤ MFVC(G) + 3.

PROOF. Let S be a minimum feedback vertex cover ofG. Since the induced sub-
graph onV − S is a forest, there exists a tree decomposition({Xi : i ∈ I}, T ),
whose width is1. Clearly,({Xi ∪ S : i ∈ I}, T ) is a valid tree decomposition ofG
whose width is|S|+ 1 = MFVC(G) + 1. Now, applying the upper bound theorem
(Theorem 14), the result follows.
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Sharpness of Theorems 40 and 42:It is easy to check that for Roberts’ graphG
on 2n nodes (see Definition 24),MVC(G) = 2n − 2, whereas its boxicity isn.
Thus, the upper bound of Theorem 40 is tight up to a factor of2. Similarly, it is
easy to see thatMFVC(G) ≥ 2n − 4, and thus the upper bound of Theorem 42 is
also tight up to a factor of2.

11 Algorithmic Consequence

Theorem 43 For a bounded treewidth graphG = (V, E) onn nodes, a box repre-
sentation ofG in constant dimension can be constructed inO(n) time.

PROOF. We construct the interval graph representation ofG using tw(G) + 2
interval graphsI0, . . . , Itw(G)+1, as described in the proof of Theorem 14. It is not
difficult to observe that the proof of Theorem 14 is constructive. It remains to show
that this construction can be implemented in linear time when tw(G) is bounded.
(Recall from Section 4 that the interval graph representation of G is equivalent to
its box representation.)

It is well-known (see for instance [6]) that iftw(G) ≤ k then |E(G)| ≤ kn −
1
2
k(k + 1).

We convert the constructive proof of Theorem 14 into a lineartime algorithm con-
sisting of the following steps. We show that each of these steps can be implemented
in linear time.

(1) Given a bounded treewidth graphG, Bodlaender [6] gives anO(n) algorithm
to construct the optimum tree decomposition({Xi : i ∈ I}, T ) of G. (In this
tree decomposition,|I| = O(n).)

(2) Convert this tree decomposition into a normalized tree decomposition({Xi :
i ∈ I}, r, T ) as described in the proof of Lemma 3. It is straightforward tover-
ify that this conversion takesO(n) time. It is also easy to see that, while doing
this conversion, we can additionally obtain the following,without increasing
the time complexity:
(a) An ordering ofI, sorted in the non-increasing order of their heights in the

rooted treeT .
(b) Theb(u) andh(u) values for eachu ∈ V .

(3) Computeθ(u) for eachu ∈ V as described in the proof of Lemma 8. The
sorted order ofI as required in this proof is already computed in Step 2. The
remaining steps in this proof can be implemented in a straightforward way
such that it takes only constant time for computingθ(u) for each nodeu ∈ V .
Thus the total time isO(n).
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(4) Now we construct the interval graphsI0, . . . , Itw(G). To constructIi, 0 ≤ i ≤
tw(G), we need to computeℓi(v) andri(v) for eachv ∈ V , as described in
Section 5. Ifθ(v) = i then computingℓi(v) andri(v) is trivial. If θ(v) 6=
i, then first we have to compute the setS = θ−1(i) ∩ N(v). It is easy to
see that this can be done inO(|N(v)|) time. After this, we have to compute
minu∈S ri(u). This takes additionalO(|S|) time. Thus the total time taken for
nodev is O(|N(v)| + |S|) = O(|N(v)|). Hence the overall time taken to
constructIi is O(|E(G)|) = O(n). (Recall that for a bounded treewidth graph
G, O(|E(G)|) = O(n).)

(5) It remains to construct the interval graphItw(G)+1 as described in Section 5.
For this, it is required to compute the depth first traversal order ofT . It is trivial
to see that such an ordering can be computed inO(|I|) = O(n) time. Assign-
ing for eachu ∈ V , its corresponding sequence numbers in the traversal order
to ℓi(u) andri(u) can be done without increasing the time complexity.
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